
CONTACT
atirkhan0906@gmail.com

+91-8087138745

Pune, Maharashtra

Portfolio Link

atir09

atir-khan

EDUCATION
Full Stack Web Development (Full
time)
Masai School, Bangalore
August 22 - August 23

Bachelor of Science (Media
Graphics and Animation)
Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashtra
Open University
June 2021 - June 2024

Higher Secondary Education
Poona College of Arts, Science and
Commerce
June 2019 - March 2021

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Node.js | MongoDB | Express.js |

Prompt Engineering | RESTful APIs |

HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript | SQL |

React.js | Git

SOFT SKILLS
Teamwork | Time Management |

Problem Solving | Adaptability

CERTIFICATIONS
Full Stack Web Development

Prompt engineering

Atir Khan
Full Stack Web Developer
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Dynamic full-stack web developer with a robust portfolio of solo and
collaborative projects. Skilled in designing and developing scalable
web applications using the MERN stack. Agile learner skilled in
harnessing generative AI and swiftly adapting to new tech stacks.
Adept at crafting dynamic web solutions, blending technical acumen
with collaborative prowess to deliver impactful full-stack outcomes.

PROJECTS

1. Go-Fit (Fitness Class Booking App) | |
Node.js | Express | MongoDB | HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript

Spearheaded the development of "Go-Fit," a high-performance web

application enabling users to seamlessly book and manage fitness

classes.

Designed and implemented the Trainer's Dashboard for efficient

class management.

Crafted the user-friendly Class Creation and Class Update Pages.

Collaborated closely with a team of 5 members, ensuring a

successful project delivery within a tight 5-day timeline.

2. QR Code-Chimp | |
Node.js | Express | MongoDB | HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript

Designed and developed "QrCode-Chimp," a QR code generator and

scanner website

Facilitated quick and efficient information sharing through QR codes

Implemented features such as sign-up/sign-in, URL QR code

generation, text QR code generation, and QR code scanning

Solely responsible for the entire project, from concept to deployment,

within a 5-day window.

3. Code Converter App | |
OpenAI API | Node.js | Express.js | HTML5 | CSS3 | JavaScript

Developed the "Code-Convertor-app," a solo project, showcasing

rapid learning and application of a new technology stack within a

span of just 1 day.

Implemented advanced features including Code Conversion, Code

Debugging, and Code Quality Check, enhancing the app's utility and

value.

Incorporated the power of Generative AI by integrating the OpenAI

API, elevating the project's capabilities and demonstrating innovation

in problem-solving.

https://atir09.github.io/
https://github.com/atir09
https://www.linkedin.com/in/atir-khan
https://go-fit.netlify.app/
https://github.com/atir09/spicy-bushes-5520
https://qr-code-scanner-generator.netlify.app/
https://github.com/atir09/Qr-code-scanner_generator
https://atir-code-converter.netlify.app/
https://github.com/atir09/Code-Convertor-app

